A 1-yr observational study of overcast boundary layer stratus at the U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program Southern Great Plains site illustrates that surface radiation has a higher sensitivity to cloud liquid water path variations when compared to cloud drop effective radius variations. The mean, median, and standard deviation of observed cloud liquid water path and cloud drop effective radius are 0.120, 0.101, 0.108 mm and 7.38, 7.13, 2.39 m, respectively. Liquid water path variations can therefore cause 3 times the variation in optical depth as effective radius-a direct consequence of the comparative variability displayed by the statistics of the two parameters. Radiative transfer calculations demonstrate that, over and above the impact of higher liquid water path variability on optical depth, normalized cloud forcing is 2 times as sensitive to liquid water path variations as it is to effective radius variations. Consequently, radiative transfer calculations of surface flux using observed liquid water paths and a fixed effective radius of 7.5 m have a 79% correlation with observed values. This higher sensitivity of solar flux to liquid water path is a result of the regimes of natural occurrence of cloud liquid water paths and cloud drop effective radii.
Introduction
Low-level water clouds, including stratocumulus and stratus, cover 34% of the ocean and 18% of the land at any given time (Heymsfield 1993) . These clouds normally have a high albedo when compared to land and ocean surfaces with temperatures that are comparable to them. Consequently, low stratiform clouds provide about 60% of the annually averaged net cloud radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere (Hartmann et al. 1992) . Two quantities used to quantify the radiative im-pact of these clouds are the cloud particle effective radius and the cloud liquid water path (Stephens 1978; Hu and Stamnes 1993) . Numerous studies (e.g., Charlson et al. 1987; Han et al. 1994; Ramaswamy and Chen 1993; Chen and Ramaswamy 1996; Szczodrak et al. 2001 ) have tried to assess the impact of individual variations in these parameters on radiative forcing and climate feedback.
Most studies of this type are satellite based, and assessment of simultaneous variations in the two parameters and the capacity of one to offset changes in the other within natural limits is difficult to gauge with data having coarse spatial resolution. Aircraft-based measurements (Albrecht et al. 1995; Duda et al. 1991; Martin et al. 1994; Noonkester 1984) , although complementary to satellite data, result in small temporal sam-VOLUME 16 J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E ples that preclude climatological assessments. Surfacebased remote sensors, however, are capable of providing continuous data at a much smaller cost than aircraftbased measurements. Therefore, we use measurements from a variety of remote sensing instruments located at the central facility of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program Southern Great Plains (SGP) site in Oklahoma (36.605ЊN, 97.485ЊW) to intensively study the radiative effects of warm boundary layer clouds.
To quantify the radiative properties of boundary layer clouds we require information regarding a minimum of two parameters: liquid water path and effective radius. While the clouds are detectable using radars and lidars, or a combination of both, inferring the size distributions of cloud droplets is a complex task. Possible methods involve the use of radar reflectivities (Kato et al. 2001) or surface radiation measurements (Min and Harrison 1996) along with the column liquid water path retrieved from a microwave radiometer ) as a constraint. Ackerman et al. (1999) developed a paradigm for assessing the accuracy of parameterizations and retrievals of cloud microphysics from a radiative transfer perspective. The paradigm involves calculating surface solar fluxes using cloud microphysics from different sources and comparing the results with actual radiation measurements. We adapt the paradigm to assess retrievals of boundary layer cloud liquid water paths and cloud drop effective radii. A best-fit baseline effective radius appropriate for stratus at the ARM SGP site is used for comparison. We also assess the sensitivity of surface flux to each of the two parameters that we used to describe the radiative properties of boundary layer clouds.
Methodology
Our study depends upon accurate radiative transfer calculations through low-altitude liquid water clouds, which in turn depend upon accurate model treatments of absorption, scattering, and the atmospheric state. In this section we describe the radiative transfer model and its required input parameters, as well as the measurements of the atmospheric state, their availability, and their limitations.
a. The radiative transfer model
The one-dimensional radiative transfer model used in this study is based on the delta two-stream numerical algorithm presented by Toon et al. (1989) and Kato et al. (1999a) , known as the Rapid Radiative Transfer (RA-PRAD) model. The model has 32 spectral intervals ranging from 0.24 to 4.6 m in the shortwave and nearinfrared, using absorption coefficients based on k distributions and a correlated-k approximation (Kato et al. 1999b) . The top-of-the-atmosphere solar spectral irradiance in the RAPRAD model is based on the solar irradiance of the moderate resolution transmittance (MODTRAN3) code (Berk et al. 1989 ). The RAPRAD model incorporates ozone, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor absorption, as well as water vapor continuum absorption. The molecular scattering optical depth is computed using the Rayleigh optical depth calculation from Hansen and Travis (1974) .
The atmospheric layers in the RAPRAD model are user specified. We set the top of the atmosphere at 70 km and divided the atmosphere below 16 km into 250-m-thick layers. Above 16 km, model layer thicknesses increased with altitude. Clouds can be represented by additional layers in order to handle in-cloud variation of properties. Clouds within a layer are then modeled as homogeneous, with cloud properties allowed to vary from one layer to the next. In the model simulations we used a surface albedo of 0.2 that was invariant with wavelength; this value is typical of the surface albedo at the SGP site in the midvisible spectral range. It may be noted that spectrally varying albedo was found to have negligible impact on downwelling surface fluxes.
Clear-sky RAPRAD irradiance calculations require vertical profiles of pressure, temperature, water vapor, ozone, and aerosol particles. When a cloud is inserted into the RAPRAD model, cloud optical depth is a required input, together with the asymmetry parameter and single-scattering albedo of the cloud particles for each model wavelength interval.
Clear-sky flux calculations by Kato et al. (1997) Ackerman et al. (2003) have shown that uncertainties in aerosol properties can result in a 15-20 W m Ϫ2 uncertainty in RAPRAD calculations when compared to similar Eppley Black and White pyranometer measurements. Our use of uncorrected surface flux measurements from Eppley PSP instruments can, therefore, lead to a maximum overestimate comparable to Kato et al. (1997) .
b. Measurements of atmospheric state at the SGP site
In Table 1 we match the required inputs of the RA-PRAD model with the instruments at the SGP site that are providing them. An accurate vertical profile of the atmospheric thermodynamic state, especially of the vertical distribution of water vapor, is important for a reliable computation of broadband irradiance at the surface. At the SGP site multiple sets of measurements are used to construct atmospheric profiles with the highest possible temporal resolution. Radiosonde data are used to scale vertically integrated measurements of water vapor retrieved either from a microwave radiometer (Liljegren 1994) or a combination of interferometer and Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) satellite radiance measurements across the thermal infrared (Schmit et al. 2002) . For those periods when ground-based observations are not available, thermodynamic state profiles from numerical weather prediction models forced by observations are used. Surface meteorological stations provide high temporal resolution measurements of surface pressure, temperature, and moisture. The Multi-Filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR; Harrison et al. 1994 ) provides continuous measurements of direct normal solar irradiance across six wavelength intervals, five of which are used to retrieve the corresponding atmospheric extinction optical depth (Michalsky et al. 2001) . Aerosol optical depths retrieved at the five wavelengths are subsequently used to retrieve the parameters of the Angstrom relationship (Angstrom 1929) . The asymmetry parameter and singlescattering albedo of aerosol particles, treated as spheres, are computed using the Toon and Ackerman (1981) Mie code. We used a mean radius of 0.58 m and standard deviation of 1.35 m (Kato et al. 1997 ) with refractive indices of mineral dust particles from d 'Almeida et al. (1991) .
Vertical distributions of cloud hydrometeors are retrieved from multiple active remote sensors consisting of a ceilometer, a micropulse lidar, and a millimeterwavelength cloud radar . Clouds are then classified based solely on temperature at their boundaries. To fulfill our warm boundary layer cloud criterion, cloud-base and cloud-top temperatures must be greater than 273 and 253 K, respectively. Two factors influence our selection of the minimum cloud-top temperature, one being the effect of restricting cloud thickness to a maximum of around 3 km based on a lapse rate of around 6 K km Ϫ1 and the other being a threshold where ice-nucleus concentrations are less than 1 L Ϫ1 (Hobbs 1993) . We show later in our results that the actual cloud tops have temperatures well above the actual threshold. Moreover, in this study we only use boundary layer cloud cases with no overlying upperlevel clouds.
Cloud liquid water paths are retrieved using a dualchannel microwave radiometer (Liljegren 1994 ). We use the retrieval developed by Liljegren et al. (2001) that incorporates information about the atmospheric state at each retrieval time step to reduce the retrieval uncertainty of the Westwater (1993) retrieval technique. The Westwater (1993) technique is known to produce liquid water paths during clear-sky periods (Del Genio and Wolf 2000) . This problem is reduced substantially by using the new technique and we used the radar and lidar to determine the existence of cloud, thereby avoiding the problem completely.
c. Microphysical and radiative properties of warm clouds
Underlying all of the important microphysical and radiative properties of warm clouds is the warm cloud drop size distribution n(r, z), where n(r, z) is the density of cloud drops as a function of drop radius r and vertical height z in the atmosphere. Early research demonstrated that warm cloud drop size distributions are expected to be unimodal with a potentially long tail at larger sizes (Pruppacher and Klett 1997) . For this reason cloud drop size distributions in remote sensing retrievals and recorded by in situ probes are generally parameterized using either a gamma or lognormal distribution, two distributions with long tails at larger particle sizes (Fla- Miles et al. (2000) , we use a lognormal distribution in this study.
Early studies by Hansen and Travis (1974) , Stephens et al. (1978) , and Hu and Stamnes (1993) demonstrated that the radiative effects of warm clouds are well-characterized by the cloud liquid water path and the cloud particle effective radius r e defined as the ratio of the third to second moments of the particle size distribution. If the clouds are treated as vertically homogeneous, the expression for the optical depth becomes
where ext () is the extinction cross section ␣ ext (r, ) integrated across the drop size distribution, N t is the number of cloud drops per unit volume, and ⌬z is the thickness of the cloud. In terms of the extinction efficiency
ext 2 r and the cloud liquid water path LWP, the cloud optical depth becomes where Q ext () is the extinction efficiency q ext (r, ) integrated over the drop size distribution. Since Q ext () asymptotes to 2 as particle sizes become much larger than the wavelength of the incident radiation and shortwave radiation generally contains wavelengths much smaller than the radii of cloud drops, we set Q ext () equal to 2 in Eq. (3) to obtain
Retrieving the microphysical properties of clouds
Based on numerous in situ observations of warm clouds available in the literature, Miles et al. (2000) reported average values of 5.4 m and 0.38 for the effective radius and logarithmic width, respectively, of continental boundary layer clouds. Comparing computed and observed downwelling surface fluxes, we first use a single effective radius in the calculations that reduces the bias between the entire observed and computed datasets, as opposed to each individual case, by adjusting the effective radius beginning with the Miles et al. (2000) value. We label this one value as the bestfit effective radius. This best-fit cloud drop effective radius is subsequently used to assess the performance of two boundary layer cloud drop effective radius retrievals that operate on the data streams available from the ARM SGP site.
The first retrieval, referred to as radar-based, by Kato et al. (2001) uses radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity from the millimeter-wavelength cloud radar, as well as cloud liquid water path estimated from a microwave radiometer, to infer the size distribution of boundary layer cloud particles. The value of effective radius so derived is independent of any measurement of surface radiation.
In addition to direct normal measurements, the MFRSR makes measurements of narrowband total and diffuse hemispheric downwelling surface irradiance at its six wavelengths. Min and Harrison (1996) use the 415-nm (nominal midpoint of an approximately 10-nm band) passband to estimate stratus cloud optical depth. They subsequently compute the effective radius, referred to as transmission based, using Eq. (4) and measurements of liquid water path provided by the microwave radiometer. We expect modeled values of broadband downwelling surface irradiance, based on the Min and Harrison (1996) cloud drop effective radius and cloud liquid water paths retrieved from microwave radiometer measurements, to produce close agreement with measurements as these radii were chosen to match the observed transmission in a visible solar band in the first place. Radar-and transmission-derived cloud drop effective radii are available for a 1-yr period extending from 1997 to 1998 and we use this time period for our study.
e. Comparing modeled and measured surface solar irradiance
To assess the reasonableness of retrieved cloud liquid water path and cloud drop effective radius we use them to compute downwelling broadband surface irradiances and we compare these irradiances with observations. A pyrheliometer provides observations of direct normal downwelling shortwave irradiance, while unshaded and shaded pyranometers measure the total and diffuse downwelling shortwave irradiances, respectively. In order to remove solar zenith angle effects in the comparisons, we opt to compare normalized cloud forcings instead of irradiances directly.
We define normalized cloud forcing as
where F c,cld is the computed downwelling surface shortwave irradiance during a cloudy period and F c,clr is what the computed downwelling surface shortwave irradiance would be if the sky were actually clear or free of clouds. The cloud fraction f c weights the computed normalized cloud forcing in order to account for broken cloud sky conditions. In the case of observations the normalized cloud forcing is simply
where we have replaced the subscript ''c'' with an ''o'' and removed the explicit cloud fraction f c since the observed irradiance F o,cld implicitly accounts for all sky conditions. As cloudy sky flux is less than clear-sky flux, apart from exceptional broken-cloud cases where the surface can receive an unattenuated direct beam radiation as well as diffuse radiation, the normalized cloud forcing lies between Ϫ1 and 0. In our study we chose cases with more than 90% cloud cover and therefore preclude cases with values above 0.
Computing normalized cloud forcing is straightforward, as producing a value of F c,clr simply requires a radiative transfer calculation without any model clouds. However, obtaining values of observed normalized cloud forcing is more difficult, as one needs an estimate of the clear-sky irradiance F o,clr that is based on observations during the same cloudy sky period. We use the method developed by Long and Ackerman (2000) , which fits an empirical function to the measured downwelling shortwave irradiances for a day using all clearsky periods during that day, to estimate F o,clr . On days with no clear-sky periods interpolation of the clear-sky function coefficients from surrounding days are used leading to a maximum uncertainty of 13 W m Ϫ2 , which is within actual measurement uncertainty .
f. Skill score assessment of modeled normalized cloud forcing
To assess how well modeled normalized cloud forcings match observed normalized cloud forcings we make use of the skill score developed by weather forecasters that is outlined in the appendix. In our implementation of the skill score, modeled normalized cloud forcings based on the best-fit effective radius are designated as the ''control.'' Modeled normalized cloud forcings obtained from the two sets of retrieved cloud drop effective radii are labeled as the ''forecast.'' By computing the mean square errors mse (see the appendix) between the control and observed data and each forecast dataset and observed data, we can compute the skill scores [Eq. (A5)] of the forecast datasets relative to the control. This approach allows us to not only evaluate the retrieved effective radii relative to the best-fit estimate, but it also enables us to evaluate the performance of the two different retrieval techniques relative to each other.
g. Applicability of the independent column approximation for radiative transfer
Because we use a plane-parallel, horizontally homogeneous radiative transfer model, we expect that our model will produce more accurate normalized cloud forcing values during overcast cases when the effects of horizontal photon transport are not significant. To estimate cloud fractional sky cover we use a technique developed by Long et al. (1999) . They estimate cloud fraction using a relationship between cloud cover fraction and the difference between the estimated clear-sky and measured downwelling shortwave diffuse irradiances. In the current study we only consider periods when the cloud fractions of the warm boundary layer clouds exceed 0.90.
Using radiation to assess stratus cloud microphysical retrievals
To compare the effects of varying effective radii on downwelling shortwave irradiance at the surface we applied the RAPRAD radiative transfer model (section 2a) to 18 days of single layer, overcast, warm stratus clouds from January 1997 to January 1998 (five days in December, January and February; four days in March, April, and May; two days in June, July, and August; six days in September, October, and November). We identified the cases by visual inspection and obtained cloud layers and boundaries according to the procedure detailed in section 2b. Each of the selected case study periods has over a 90% instantaneous cloud cover as determined by the procedure in section 2g. Since the downwelling shortwave surface irradiance measurements had 1-min temporal resolution, we reduced the 10-s Atmospheric Remote Sensing of Clouds (ARSCL) data (Table 1) statistics and the 20-s microwave radiometer retrievals of cloud liquid water path to 1-min resolution. We used only those cases where, over the 60-s period under consideration, at least five of the six ARSCL-based cloud profiles had single-layer clouds. If at least 1 h of data for a day passed this test, we included the data for the particular day into our analysis. Our final stratus dataset consisted of over 80 h of data for a total of 5082 1-min samples over 18 days.
Using only single-layer, overcast cloud conditions was important to the study since we wanted to isolate the impact of cloud particle size while minimizing the impact of three-dimensional radiation transport effects. The mean and median cloud thickness were 987 and 833 m, respectively, while the standard deviation was 591 m. From the cloud thickness statistics cloud-top temperatures were generally much higher than the 253-K threshold as cloud bases were restricted to temperatures over 273 K. The cloud liquid water paths of the samples in the final pool of data had a mean of 0.120 mm, a mode of 0.050 mm, a median of 0.101 mm, and a standard deviation of 0.108 mm (Fig. 1b) . Using a 4-yr dataset of 20-s liquid water paths (Fig. 1a) , we find that both datasets have liquid water paths occurring below 0.02 mm. Note that liquid water path measurements from the microwave radiometer have a root-meansquare error of 0.02 mm . In spite of the uncertainties in small liquid water path measurements we use those cases where clouds are detected by the combined radar and lidar observations. Finally, the median is larger in the smaller 1-min liquid water path dataset (i.e., Fig. 1a) , which is attributable to our selection of overcast cases only. 
a. Cloud drop effective radius
Starting from the Miles et al. (2000) average effective radius of 5.4 m, we iteratively reduce the difference across the whole dataset between modeled and observed normalized cloud forcing. The procedure involved radiative transfer calculations for all data points after manually selecting an effective radius that would reduce the difference across the whole dataset computed using the previous effective radius selection. Due to large computing expense we stopped the iteration when we reached a mean-square error of less than 2% (Table 4) , as further iteration would have resulted in adjustments at a level of around 0.1 m. The resulting best-fit effective radius was 7.5 m.
The effective radii distributions obtained from the radar-and transmission-based retrieval techniques outlined in section 2d are illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 2 . Overall the transmission-derived effective radii have a mean of 7.38 m, while the radarderived effective radii have a mean of 6.33 m. As the table and figure indicate, while the two sets of retrieved effective radii have similar distributions, there is a clear difference between their mean values with the radarderived values being smaller. We also observed that there was no correlation between liquid water path and either the radar-or transmission-based effective radii implying that the clouds were probably nonadiabatic.
Independent sources, such as in situ aircraft measurements (Ackerman et al. 2003 ) from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Enhanced Shortwave Experiment II (ARESE II) and retrievals by Dong et al. (2000) , corroborate a value of around 7.5 m for a representative effective radius for stratus clouds at the SGP site. Note that our best-fit radius is a fixed value derived to reduce the cloud forcing bias in the whole dataset, unlike Dong et al. (2000) who compute effective radii sepa- Miles et al. (2000) , however, is about 2 m smaller than our best-fit radius. The continental stratus in the collection of Miles et al. (2000) have over 12% of cases with lower effective radii than our lowest transmission-derived effective radius of around 3 m (Fig.  2b) . Also, 25% of the cases in Miles et al. (2000) have effective radii less than 4 m. Additionally, the Miles et al. (2000) study is a compilation of in situ observations from available literature and therefore has data from different locations and different investigators. Conditions at those sites, such as typical numbers of cloud condensation nuclei, may be quite different from the SGP site.
b. Comparison of modeled and observed normalized cloud forcing
Histograms of shortwave normalized cloud forcing for the observations and the model computations using retrieved cloud liquid water path and the three sets of cloud drop effective radii are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The means, medians, and standard deviations for the points in these histograms are listed in Table 3 . Scatterplots of the observed versus modeled normalized cloud forcing are presented in Fig. 4 , together with the 1:1 lines. Applying the skill score methodology to these observations using the best-fit effective radius as the control produced the results listed in Table 4 .
Inspecting Fig. 4 and Table 4 , we find that the bestfit effective radius outperforms the radar-derived effective radii in explaining the observed normalized cloud forcings, and almost performs as well as the transmission-derived effective radii. For example, the observed normalized cloud forcing (Fig. 3a) is clearly bimodal and the transmission-derived results (Fig. 3d) capture this bimodality. While the best-fit effective radius forcings (Fig. 3b) do not capture the bimodality as well as the transmission-derived results, they are clearly better than those produced by the radar-derived effective radii (Fig. 3c) . Considering the scatterplots, we find that the radar-derived normalized cloud forcing values are most biased relative to the observations. Furthermore, the primary improvement of the transmission-derived forcings over those based on the best-fit effective radius is a reduction in the random error relative to the observations (Table 4) . Also, both the transmission-derived radii and best-fit effective radius results are comparable and highly correlated to the radiation observations (Table  4) . Relative to the forcings based on the best-fit effective radius, the skill scores for the radar and transmissionderived effective radii forcings are Ϫ0.76 and 0.28, respectively. Because a positive skill score means improvement relative to the control and a negative value indicates degradation relative to the control, we conclude that in shortwave radiation studies the best-fit effective radius is preferable to the radar-derived effective radii of Kato et al. (2001) while the transmission-derived effective radii of Min and Harrison (1996) are preferable to the best-fit effective radius. An observation that emerges from inspection of individual case study days is that the normalized cloud forcings based on the best-fit effective radius are consistently biased relative to the observations in one direction for extended intervals of time within a case study period. These biases are most likely the result of variations in stratus cloud drop effective radii within extended intervals of a case study period and from one case study period to the next. While the effects of inhomogeneities in cloud structure were not explicitly accounted for in either the transmission-derived effective radius retrievals or the normalized cloud forcing computations, we attempted to reduce their influence by selecting only overcast cases.
Stratus cloud radiative properties: Are drop sizes important?
The overall superior performance of the transmissionderived effective radii is not surprising as these radii are chosen to match the observed transmission in a visible solar band and we expect them to produce the most accurate downwelling shortwave irradiances at the surface. What we did find surprising was that the use of the best-fit effective radius produced skill scores almost as good as those using the transmission-derived effective radii. This result suggests that for computing surface radiation in warm clouds, explicit knowledge of the liquid water paths for these clouds and a predetermined, fixed cloud particle size provides fairly accurate results.
a. The range of stratus cloud liquid water paths and effective radii
Both cloud liquid water path and cloud drop effective radius, the two important geophysical parameters for quantifying the microphysical and radiative properties of a stratus cloud, have natural limits dictated by nature, above and below which their values seldom occur. As a theoretical sensitivity study based on parameter values that never occur in nature is of little use, one must know the naturally occurring range for the two parameters. Therefore, we first consider the range of cloud liquid water paths and cloud drop effective radii that we expect to find in nature and then test the sensitivity of the surface normalized cloud forcing to realistic changes in their values.
In the current analysis we arrived at a value of 7.5 m for the best-fit cloud drop effective radius, while the mean and standard deviation generated by the transmission-derived effective radius retrieval are 7.38 and 2.39 m, respectively. The liquid water paths in our dataset have a mean of 0.120 mm, a standard deviation of 0.108 mm, and a median of 0.101 mm. For the radiative transfer calculations in this sensitivity study we set the cloud thickness to 500 m, which leads to a mean liquid water content of 0.2 g m Ϫ3 for a liquid water path of 0.1 mm. This value of the liquid water content is similar to the mean liquid water content of 0.18 g m
Ϫ3
presented by Miles et al. (2000) . We use a lognormal distribution with a lognormal width of 0.38 to characterize stratus cloud drop sizes after Miles et al. (2000) .
b. Sensitivity of optical depth to changes in LWP and r e
Using Eq. (3), together with the approximation that the extinction coefficient Q ext of cloud drops is 2 at solar wavelengths, leads to the relation
Even though Eq. (7) shows that the liquid water path and effective radius are equally important in causing changes in the optical depth, and thereby changes in solar transmission and downwelling shortwave irradiance at the surface, we do not find strong evidence of their equal importance in our normalized cloud forcing study. The explanation for this finding lies in the fact that the downwelling shortwave irradiance at the surface is most sensitive to changes in optical depth for small values of the optical depth. Given the typical values of cloud drop effective radii that occur in stratus at the SGP site, the values of liquid water path that most often occur in stratus over the SGP site are sufficiently small and sufficiently varied to produce optical depths that fall across the range where the downwelling irradiance is most sensitive to changes in them. Changes in the magnitude of the cloud drop effective radius that occur naturally in continental clouds, however, are not sufficient to produce such large variations in the downwelling shortwave irradiance at the surface. The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean for both liquid water path and effective radius provides a measure of how capable each of the two parameters are in influencing variations in optical depth. A ratio of 0.90 for the liquid water path compared to a value of 0.32 for effective radius shows that for typical SGP site values variability in liquid water path can influence optical depth 3 times as much as effective radius.
Looking at the issue from a different perspective we consider a stratus cloud with a liquid water path of 0.1 mm that contains drops with an effective radius of 8 m. Using Eq. (7), we find that a 0.02-mm change in liquid water path, which is approximately 19% of the observed standard deviation of 0.108 mm, would need an opposing change of 1.6 m in the effective radius, which is approximately 67% of the observed standard deviation of 2.39 m, to keep the optical depth invariant. That is, small, unremarkable changes in typical stratus cloud liquid water path values will require relatively large, remarkable changes in effective radius to keep the optical depth invariant.
c. Sensitivity of cloud forcing to changes in LWP and r e
While the previous section demonstrated that variations in liquid water path can influence the optical depth at least 3 times as much as the effective radius, the sensitivity might be different if we were to compare normalized cloud forcing, which would also include multiple scattering effects. To test this possibility we used RAPRAD (section 2a) to compute the downwelling irradiance at the surface for different stratus cloud liquid water paths and cloud drop size distributions confined to a 500-m cloud layer located from 0.5 to 1.0 km above ground level. The cloud drop size distributions were modeled with a lognormal distribution with a width of 0.38. We obtained the atmospheric thermodynamic state from the U.S. standard atmospheric profile and set the solar zenith angle to 60Њ. We computed the scattering and absorption coefficients, as well as the single-scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter of the drops, using Mie theory.
The normalized cloud forcings that resulted from our calculations, which are a function of effective radius and liquid water path, are shown in Fig. 5a . As the figure illustrates, the change in forcing is a nonlinear function of liquid water path with a larger magnitude slope, and hence sensitivity, at the lower values. In Fig. 5b we emphasize this nonlinearity by plotting the dependence of normalized cloud forcing versus liquid water path for a number of different cloud drop effective radii. As it
Normalized cloud forcing calculated using our radiative transfer model, a plotted as function of (a) liquid water path and effective radius, (b) liquid water path for different fixed effective radii, and (c) effective radii for different fixed liquid water paths. The solar zenith angle used for the calculations is 60Њ. The arrows on the axes in (a) demarcate the observed ranges of cloud liquid water path and effective radius in the current dataset. turns out, at the SGP site most of the naturally occurring liquid water paths (Fig. 1) lie in the high-sensitivity region. The variation of forcing with effective radius is much more linear for typical values of cloud liquid water path (Fig. 5c ) and hence much less sensitive to changes in cloud drop effective radius across the whole range of effective radii that we expect at the SGP site. The results presented here are not dependent on the width of the lognormal distribution that we use to represent the cloud drop size distribution. As Figs. 5a and 5b illustrate, the dominance of liquid water path in the determination of solar transmission is partly a result of the actual values of liquid water path and not solely due to higher variability of liquid water path when compared to the effective radius. This is evident from the nonlinearity of the curves in Figs. 5a and 5b, which show that variations in liquid water path below 0.2 mm will have a larger impact on surface radiation than values above that threshold.
To quantify the sensitivity of normalized cloud forcing to changes in cloud liquid water path and cloud drop effective radius, we computed the changes in normalized cloud forcing both as a function of cloud drop effective radius with the liquid water path held fixed at 0.1 mm (Fig. 6a) and as a function of cloud liquid water path with the cloud drop effective radius held fixed at 7.5 m (Fig. 6b) . The scatter about the regression line in Fig. 6a is a result of the nonlinear variation of the extinction coefficient with wavelength and particle size that leads to abrupt variations in downwelling irradiance at the surface. The results in Fig. 6a illustrate how the rate of change of normalized cloud forcing varies from 0.001 to 0.006 per 0.2-m change in drop size over the cloud drop effective radius range of 4-15 m. This is much smaller than the 0.01-0.30 rate of change of normalized cloud forcing per 0.01-mm change in liquid water path over the range of typical values of cloud liquid water path (Fig. 6b) . Note that both a 0.2-m variation in effective radius and a 0.01-mm variation in liquid water path represent 5% of the observed variation in the two parameters, respectively.
Overall, the normalized cloud forcing is approximately 6 times more sensitive to changes in the liquid water path as it is to changes in the effective radius for typical values of these geophysical parameters for stratus cloud over the SGP site. In the previous section we showed that the liquid water path is 3 times as variable as effective radius. Factoring this into our analysis, we can conclude that uniform variation in both the parameters would still lead to a factor of 2 higher sensitivity of cloud forcing to variation in liquid water path, which is totally attributable to the regimes where each of the parameters actually occur. We conclude that liquid water path is the dominant parameter in correctly ascertaining solar transmission in continental stratus.
Conclusions
Our findings regarding the comparative sensitivity of solar radiation to variations in liquid water path and effective radius, the two most important geophysical parameters used to characterize the radiative impact of warm boundary layer clouds, lead us to conclude that accurate cloud liquid water paths are of absolute necessity in any climate model. Given that small liquid water path errors lead to large nonlinear errors in surface radiation, measures of the central tendency, such as the mean or median, and dispersion, like the standard deviation, must be accurately characterized in order to obtain reasonable surface shortwave fluxes. In comparison, errors in effective radius have a smaller impact on surface solar fluxes at a continental site such as the SGP.
In section 4b we noted that for a fixed optical depth a 19% uncertainty in liquid water path, a reasonable assumption given a root-mean-square error of 0.02 mm in microwave radiometer measurements, will lead to a corresponding uncertainty in effective radius equal to 67% of the observed standard deviation. We also noted in section 4c that over and above the impact of the higher variability in liquid water path, when compared to effective radius, cloud forcing, and hence solar transmission, it is 2 times as sensitive to liquid water variations compared to effective radius variations. The higher sensitivity of solar flux to liquid water path is a result of the regimes of natural occurrence of cloud liquid water paths and cloud drop effective radii. the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program.
APPENDIX

Mean-Square Error and Skill Score
The mean-square error (mse) of a forecast is defined as
with N being the number of observations and F and O denoting the forecast and observation data, respectively. The correlation coefficient between the forecast and observations using the same notation can be written as where the three terms are useful in determining the sources of error.
Having defined the mean error in terms of the forecast and observed variables, we need to determine whether our forecast has any skill given that we have a value for mse f ,o . This comparison is done with a control that where mse c,o is the mean-square error of the control when compared to the observations, As can be seen from Eq. (A5), a positive value reflects skill in the forecast. Negative values imply that our forecast is worse than the climatological value implying the need for improvement.
